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(57) ABSTRACT 

A wireless communication system supporting improved per
formance in a sparse multi-path environment is provided that 
uses spatially reconfigurable arrays. The system includes a 
first device and a second device. The first device includes a 
plurality of antennas and a processor operably coupled to the 
plurality of antennas. The plurality of antennas are adapted to 
transmit a first signal toward a the second device and to 
receive a second signal from the second device. The processor 
is configured to determine an antenna spacing between the 
plurality of antennas based on an estimated number of spatial 
degrees of freedom and an estimated operating signal-to
noise ratio. The second device includes a receiver adapted to 
receive the first signal from the first device, a transmitter 
adapted to transmit the second signal toward the first device, 
and a processor. The processor estimates the number of spa
tial degrees of freedom and the operating signal-to-noise ratio 
from the received first signal. 

24 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING 
PERFORMANCE IN A SPARSE MULTI-PATH 
ENVIRONMENT USING RECONFIGURABLE 

ARRAYS 

2 
and the operating SNR. Furthermore, three canonical array 
configurations can provide near-optimum performance over 
the entire SNR range. 

The system includes, but is not limited to, a first device and 

REFERENCE TO GOVERNMENT RIGHTS 

This invention was made with United States government 
support awarded by the following agencies: NSF 0431088. 
The United States government has certain rights in this inven
tion. 

5 a second device. The system includes a first device and a 
second device. The first device includes a plurality of anten
nas and a processoroperably coupled to the plurality of anten
nas. The plurality of antennas are adapted to transmit a first 
signal toward a the second device and to receive a second 

10 signal from the second device. The processor is configured to 
determine an antenna spacing between the plurality of anten
nas based on an estimated number of spatial degrees of free
dom and an estimated operating signal-to-noise ratio. The FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The subject of the disclosure relates generally to multi
antenna wireless communication systems. More specifically, 
the disclosure relates to a method and a system providing 
improved performance in a multi-antenna wireless commu
nication system in a sparse multi-path environment using 
reconfigurable arrays. 

15 
second device includes a receiver adapted to receive the first 
signal from the first device, a transmitter adapted to transmit 
the second signal toward the first device, and a processor. The 
processor estimates the number of spatial degrees of freedom 
and the operating signal-to-noise ratio from the received first 

20 signal 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Another exemplary embodiment of the invention com
prises a method of determining an antenna spacing in a multi
antenna system. The method includes, but is not limited to, 
estimating a number of spatial degrees of freedom associated 

25 with a channel; estimating an operating signal-to-noise ratio 
associated with the channel; and determining an antenna 
spacing between a plurality of antennas based on the esti
matednumber of spatial degrees of freedom and the estimated 

Antenna arrays hold great promise for bandwidth-efficient 
communication over wireless channels. Past studies have 
indicated a linear increase in capacity with the number of 
antennas. However, the research on multiple input, multiple 
output (MIMO) wireless communication systems was ini
tially performed in rich multi-path environments and there is 30 

growing evidence that physical wireless channels exhibit a 
sparse structure even using relatively small antenna dimen
sions. The two main characteristics of fading spatial multi
path channels from a communication theoretic viewpoint are 
the capacity and the diversity afforded by the scattering envi
ronment. Two key factors affect the capacity: the number of 
parallel channels and the level of diversity associated with 
each parallel channel. The capacity and diversity of the spatial 
multi-path channel are determined by the richness ( or sparse-

40 
ness) of multi-path. 

operating signal-to-noise ratio associated with the channel. 
Yet another exemplary embodiment of the invention 

includes computer-readable instructions that, upon execution 
by a processor, cause the processor to determine an antenna 
spacing in a multi-antenna system. The instructions are con
figured to determine an antenna spacing between a plurality 

35 of antennas based on a number of spatial degrees of freedom 
estimated for a channel and an operating signal-to-noise ratio 
estimated for the channel. 

Still another exemplary embodiment of the invention 
includes a device including a plurality of antennas and a 
processor operably coupled to the plurality of antennas. The 
plurality of antennas are adapted to transmit a first signal 
toward a receiver and to receive a second signal from the 
receiver. The processor receives the second signal from the 
plurality of antennas and is configured to identify a number of 

45 spatial degrees of freedom from the received second signal; to 
identify an operating signal-to-noise ratio; and to determine 
an antenna spacing between the plurality of antennas based 
on the identified number of spatial degrees of freedom and the 

Antennas have historically been viewed as static and pas
sive devices with time-constant characteristics. After finaliz
ing an antenna design, its operational characteristics remain 
essentially unchanged during system use. Technological 
advances in reconfigurable antenna arrays, however, are 
enabling new wireless communication devices in which the 
array configuration can be adapted to changes in the commu
nication environment. Thus, understanding the impact of 
reconfigurable arrays on MIMO capacity and developing 50 

strategies for sensing and adapting to the environment is of 
significant interest. Thus, what is needed is a method of 
determining an antenna spacing in a reconfigurable antenna 
array that supports increased capacity based on the sensed 
multi-path environment. What is additionally needed is a 55 

method that supports increased capacity over the entire opera
tional signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) range. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An exemplary embodiment provides a wireless communi
cation system supporting improved performance in a sparse 
multi-path environment using spatially reconfigurable arrays. 
Capacity is increased in sparse multi-path environments by 
systematically adapting the antenna spacing of a reconfig
urable antenna array at the transmitter and/or at the receiver 
based on the level of sparsity of the multi-path environment 

identified operating signal-to-noise ratio. 
Other principal features and advantages of the invention 

will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon review of 
the following drawings, the detailed description, and the 
appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Exemplary embodiments of the invention will hereafter be 
described with reference to the accompanying drawings, 
wherein like numerals will denote like elements. 

60 FIG. 1 depicts a virtual representation of a communication 
system in accordance with an exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a sparse 9x9 virtual channel matrix 
in accordance with an exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating virtual beam directions in 
65 accordance with a first exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating virtual beam directions in 
accordance with a second exemplary embodiment. 
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FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating virtual beam directions in 
accordance with a third exemplary embodiment. 

4 
discussion of a virtual modeling method for modeling a scat
tering environment in a multiple antenna wireless communi
cation system that has multiple transmitter elements and mul
tiple receiver elements and a scattering environment with 

FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating a theoretical capacity of the 
communication system as a function of a signal-to-noise ratio 
for different channel configurations in accordance with an 
exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 7a is a contour plot of a virtual channel power matrix 
for a first channel configuration in accordance with an exem
plary embodiment. 

5 scattering objects located between the transmitter and 
receiver elements, see U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
10/652,373, entitled a "METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
MODELING A WIRELESS COMMUNICATION CHAN-

FIG. 7b illustrates the first channel configuration in accor- 10 

dance with an exemplary embodiment. 
FIG. Sa is a contour plot of a virtual channel power matrix 

for a second channel configuration in accordance with an 
exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. Sb illustrates the second channel configuration in 15 

accordance with an exemplary embodiment. 
FIG. 9a is a contour plot of a virtual channel power matrix 

for a third channel configuration in accordance with an exem
plary embodiment. 

FIG. 9b illustrates the third channel configuration in accor- 20 

dance with an exemplary embodiment. 

NEL," filed Aug. 29, 2003, the disclosure of which is incor
porated herein by reference in its entirety. 

A virtual channel representation that provides an accurate 
and analytically tractable model for physical wireless chan
nels is utilized where H denotes an NxN virtual channel 
matrix representing N antennas at the transmitter and the 
receiver. The virtual representation is analogous to represent
ing the channel in beamspace or the wavenumber domain. 
Specifically, the virtual representation describes the channel 
with respect to spatial basis functions defined by virtual fixed 
angles that are determined by the spatial resolution of the 
arrays. With reference to FIG. 1, a schematic illustrating the 
virtual modeling of the physical channels between the first 

FIG. 10 is a graph illustrating a simulated capacity of the 
communication system as a function of a signal-to-noise ratio 
for the first, second, and third channel configurations of FI GS. 
7-9 in accordance with an exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of an exemplary device in 
accordance with an exemplary embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS 

device and the second device is shown. The channels are 
characterized by virtual channel coefficients, H/m,n)=hm n' 
that couple the fixed virtual transmit angles, 8,m with the 

25 fixed virtual receive angles, 8r m· The normalized ~ngles 8 are 
related to the physical angle; of arrival/departure cp as 8=d 
sin( cp )IA, where dis the respective antenna spacing and A is the 
wavelength of propagation. The transmit physical angles 28, 
cp, m encounter scatterers 26 resulting in receive physical 

30 ar{gles 30, <Pr m· 

With reference to FIG. 1, a virtual representation of a 
communication system 20 is shown. Communication system 

The domir{ant non-vanishing entries of the virtual channel 
matrix reveal the statistically independent degrees of freedom 
(DoF), D, in the channel, which also represent the number of 
resolvable paths in the scattering environment. For sparse 20 may include a first plurality of antennas 22 at a first device 

and a second plurality of antennas 24 at a second device. The 
number of antennas of the first plurality of antennas 22 may 
be different from the number of antennas of the second plu
rality of antennas 24. The first plurality of antennas 22 may be 
of the same type of antenna as the second plurality of antennas 

35 channels, D<N2
. With reference to FIG. 2, an exemplary 

sparse virtual channel matrix 40 is shown. In the exemplary 
embodiment of FIG. 2, the first plurality of antennas 22 
includes nine antennas, and the second plurality of antennas 
24 includes nine antennas forming a 9x9 channel matrix 40. A 

24 or of a different type as the second plurality of antennas 24. 40 dot 42 in channel matrix 40 represents a dominant, non
vanishing entry in the virtual channel matrix. In the exem
plary embodiment of FIG. 2, only nine of the maximum 
possible 81 (9x9) virtual channel entries are non-vanishing. 

In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 1, the first plurality of 
antennas 22 is arranged in a uniform linear array. The first 
plurality of antennas 22 and/or the second plurality of anten
nas 24 may be arranged to form a uniform or a non-uniform 
linear array, a rectangular array, a circular array, a conformal 
array, etc. An antenna of the first plurality of antennas 22 
and/or the second plurality of antennas 24 may be a dipole 
antenna, a monopole antenna, a helical antenna, a microstrip 
antenna, a patch antenna, a fractal antenna, etc. The first 
plurality of antennas 22 and/or the second plurality of anten- 50 

nas 24 are reconfigurable antenna arrays that can be adjusted 
spatially, for example, using microelectromechanical system 
(MEMS) components RF switches, etc. Thus, a first antenna 
spacing 23 between the first plurality of antennas 22 can be 
adjusted. Additionally, a second antenna spacing 25 between 55 

the second plurality of antennas 24 can be adjusted. The first 
antenna spacing 23 may be the same as or different from the 
second antenna spacing 25. For array configurations other 
than uniform linear arrays, aspects of array configuration 
other than antenna spacing may be adjusted. 

Multiple antenna arrays may be used for transmitting data 

A family of channels is described by two parameters (p,q), 
45 D=pq that represent different configurations of the D<N2 

DoF. For all feasible (p,q), the MIMO capacity of the corre
sponding channel configuration is accurately approximated 
by 

C(N,p,D,p)=p log(l+pD/p2
) (1) 

where p denotes the transmit SNR ( can be interpreted as the 
nominal received SNR if an attenuation factor is included to 
reflect path loss relating the total power at the receiver to the 
total transmitted power), p represents the multiplexing gain 
(MG) or the numberof parallel channels ( numberofindepen
dent data streams transmitted at the transmitting communi-
cation device), q represents the DoF per parallel channel, and 
pD/p2=p= denotes the received SNR per parallel channel. 
From equation (1 ), increasing p comes at the cost of Prx and 

60 vice versa. Based on an analysis of equation (1 ), on one 
extreme, beamforming channels (BF) in which the channel 
power is distributed to maximize Prx at the expense of p result, 
and, on the other extreme, multiplexing channels (MUX) 

in wireless communication systems. For example, multiple 
antennas may be used at both the transmitter and at the 
receiver as shown with reference to the exemplary embodi
ment of FIG. 1. Unfortunately, the relatively high dimen- 65 

sional nature of multiple antenna array systems results in a 
high computational complexity in practical systems. For a 

which favor p over p= result. The ideal channel (IDEAL) lies 
in between and corresponds to an optimal distribution of 
channel power to balance p and P=· p reflects the number of 
independent data streams, and hence the rate of transmission, 
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whereas Prx reflects the received SNR, and hence the reliabil
ity of decoding a particular data stream at the receiver. Maxi
mizing capacity (maximum number of data streams that can 
be reliably communicated) involves optimally balancing p as 

6 
In a single-user MIMO system with a uniform linear array 

ofN, transmit and N r receive antennas. The transmitted signal 
sand the received signal x are related by x=Hs+n where His 
the MIMO channel matrix and n is the additive white Gaus-

5 sian noise (AWGN) at the receiver. A physical multi-path 
channel can be accurately modeled as 

a function of the operating SNR. The BF, MUX, and IDEAL 
configurations reflect the capacity-maximizing configura
tions at low, high, and medium SNRs, respectively. Precise 
values of low, high, and medium SNRs can be determined 
through measured channel parameters, such as the number of 
dominant non-vanishing virtual channel entries and the total 10 

average power contributed by the spatial multi-path channel 
(the sum of the average powers of the dominant non-vanish
ing virtual channel entries). 

With reference to FIG. 3, a diagram illustrating first virtual 
beams 52 in accordance with a first exemplary configuration 15 

of a plurality of antennas 50 is shown. First virtual beams 52 
are formed from the plurality of antennas 50 having a maxi
mum antenna spacing and define a high-resolution array con
figuration. With reference to FIG. 4, a diagram illustrating 
second virtual beams 54 in accordance with a second exem- 20 

plary configuration of the plurality of antennas 50 is shown. 
Second virtual beams 54 are formed from the plurality of 
antennas 50 having an intermediate antenna spacing and 
define a medium-resolution array configuration. With refer
ence to FIG. 5, a diagram illustrating third virtual beams 56 in 25 

accordance with a third exemplary configuration of the plu
rality of antennas 50 is shown. Third virtual beams 56 are 
formed from the plurality of antennas 50 having a minimum 
antenna spacing and define a low-resolution array configura
tion. A MUX channel configuration is obtained when maxi- 30 

mum antenna spacings (high resolution) are used at both the 
first (transmitting) device and the second (receiving) device 
(see FIG. 7b). An IDEAL channel configuration is obtained 
when medium antenna spacings (medium resolution) are 
used at both the first (transmitting) device and the second 35 

(receiving) device (see FIG. Sb). A BF channel configuration 

L 

H = 2, j31a,(0,_,)a~ (0,_,) 
l=l 

(3) 

where the transmitter and receiver arrays are coupled through 
L propagation paths with complex path gains {~z}, angles of 
departure (AoD) {8,_z} and angles of arrival (AoA) {8r_z}. In 
equation (3), a/8r) and a,(8,) denote the receiver response 
and transmitter steering vectors for receiving/transmitting in 
the normalized direction 8 )8 ,, where 8 is related to the physi
cal angle (in the plane of the arrays) cjJE[-Jt/2,Jt/2] as 8=d 
sin( cp )IA, d is the antenna spacing and A is the wavelength of 
propagation. Both ar(8r) and a,(8,) are periodic in 8 with 
period one. 

The virtual MIMO channel representation characterizes a 
physical channel via coupling between spatial beams in fixed 
virtual transmit and receive directions 

Nr Nt (4) 
'\''\' - H- H 

H = L, L, H,(m, n)a,(0,.m)a, (01.n) = A,H,A, 
m=l n=l 

where 

{e,.m =~}and {e,.n = i} 

are fixed virtual receive and transmit angles that uniformly 

is obtained when a minimum antenna spacing (low-resolu
tion) is used at the first (transmitting) device and a maximum 
antenna spacing (high-resolution) is used at the second (re
ceiving) device (see FIG. 9b). 

Three canonical antenna array configurations are sufficient 
for near-optimum performance over the entire SNR range as 
illustrated with reference to FIG. 6. A BF curve 60 shows the 

40 sample the unit 8 period and result in unitary discrete fourier 
transform matrices A, and Ar. Thus, H and Hv are unitarily 
equivalent: Hv=ArHHA,. The virtual representation is linear 
and is characterized by the matrix Hv. 

capacity for a BF configuration (p=l) that is optimal at low 
SNR, p<p 1ow, and is realized by closely spaced antennas at the 45 

transmitter as shown with reference to FIG. 5 and a suffi-
ciently large antenna spacing at the receiver as shown with 
reference to FIG. 3. A MUX curve 62 shows the capacity for 
a MUX configuration (p=N) that is optimal at high SNR, 
p>ph,gh, and is realized by a sufficiently large antenna spacing 50 

at both the transmitter and the receiver as shown with refer
ence to FIG. 3. An IDEAL curve 64 shows the capacity for an 
IDEAL configuration (1 <p<N) that is optimal at, pE(P1ow, 
p high) and is realized by an intermediate antenna spacing at 
both the transmitter and the receiver as shown with reference 55 

to FIG. 4. FIG. 6 also shows curves for 

Virtual path partitioning relates the virtual coefficients to 
the physical paths gains 

Hv(m, n)" [ 2, /3,l 
lESR,mnsT,n 

(5) 

where Sr m and S, n are the spatial resolution bins of size 1/N r 

and 1/N,'corresp~nding to them-th receive and n-th transmit 
virtual angle. Thus, H/m,n) is approximately the sum of the 
gains of all paths whose transmit and receive angles lie within 
the (m, n)-th resolution bin. If there are no paths in a particular 
resolution bin, the corresponding H/m,n),.,Q. Each H/m,n) 
is associated with a disjoint set of physical paths and is 
approximately equal to the sum of the gains of the corre-

(2) 

corresponding to D(N)=NY, p(N)=N'", and q(N)=NY-a. Ca is 
plotted for 10 equally spaced values of aE[0,1] for y=l and 
N=25. With reference to FIG. 6, P1ow""-6 dB and Ph,gh""16 dB 
and for each intermediate SNR, there is a Ca curve that yields 
the maximum capacity. As a result, as the SNR changes from 
a low value to a high value, the optimal distribution of channel 
DoFs changes from the beamforming configuration ( a=am,n) 
into the multiplexing configuration ( a=amax) via the ideal 
channel (a=y/2). 

60 sponding paths. It follows that the virtual channel coefficients 
are approximately independent. The virtual channel coeffi
cients can be assumed to be statistically independent zero
mean Gaussian random variables in a Rayleigh fading envi
ronment. For a Rician environment (with a line-of-sight path 

65 or non-random reflecting paths), the virtual channel coeffi
cients corresponding to line-of-sight (reflecting) paths can be 
modeled with an appropriate non-zero mean. 
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In Rayleigh fading, the statistics ofH are characterized by 
the virtual channel power matrix 1P:1P(m,n)=E[IH/m,n)l2 J. 
The matrices Ar andA, constitute the matrices of eigenvectors 
for the transmit and receive covariance matrices, respectively: 
E[HHH]=A,A,A,H and E[HHH]=A,A~rH' where A,=E 5 

[HvHHJ and Ar =E[HvHvHl are the diagonal matrices of trans
mit and receive eigenvalues ( correlation matrices in the vir
tual domain). 1P is the joint distribution of channel power as a 

8 
Consider a fixed N and D<N2 and let M(D) denote the set 

of all NxN mask matrices with D non-zero (unit) entries. For 
any p, the ideal MIMO capacity is defined as 

C;d(N, D, p) = M~,i)fD) C(N, p, M) (8) 

function of the transmit and receive virtual angles. A, and Ar 
are the corresponding marginal distributions: 10 and an M0p, that achieves C,iN,D,p) defines the IDEAL 

MIMO Channel at that p. 

A,(m) = ~ 'Jl(m, n) and A,(n) = ~ 'Jl(m, n). 
n m 

M
0
p, is not unique in general. The family of mask matrices 

is defined by two parameters (p,q) such that D=pq. For D=NY, 
yE[0,2], the matrices can be further parameterized via p=N'", 

15 
aE[amin'amaxl where amin=max(y-1,0) and amax=min(y,1), 

An NxN Hv is sparse if it contains D<N2 non-vanishing 
coefficients. Each non-vanishing coefficient reflects the 
power contributed by the unresolvable paths associated with 20 

it. D reflects the statistically independent DoF in the channel 
and the channel power 

andq=D/p. 

Fora givenD=NY,yE[0,2], andanyp=N'",aE[am,n,amaxl the 
mask matrix M(D,p) is an NxN matrix, but its non-zero 
entries are contained in a non-zero sub-matrix of size rxp, 
r=max( q,p ), consisting of P non-zero colunms, and q non-
zero (unit) entries in each colunm. The corresponding rxp 
virtual sub-matrices f( defined by equation (6) satisfy Pc=D 
and their transmit and receive correlation matrices are given 

L 

p,(N) = E[tr(H,H1 )] = ~ EIB,12 = D. 
l=l 

25 by 

In general, the sparser the Hv in the virtual domain, the 30 
higher the correlation in the antenna domain H. A sparse Hv 
can be modeled as 

(6) 

35 
where · denotes an element-wise product, H,,d is an iid matrix 
with CN(0,1) entries, and Mis a mask matrix with D unit 
entries and zeros elsewhere. Under these assumptions, W=M 
and the entries of Ar and A, represent the number of non-zero 
elements in the rows and colunms of M, respectively. 40 

The ergodic capacity of a MIMO channel, assuming 
knowledge ofH at the receiver, is given by 

C(N, p) = max EH [logdet(/ + H,QH1] (7) 45 
Tr(Q)sp V 

where p is the transmit SNR, and Q=E[ssH] is the transmit 

covariance matrix. The capacity-maximizing Q
0
p, is diago- 50 

nal. Furthermore, for general correlated channels, Q
0
p, is full

rank at high SNR's, whereas it is rank-I at low SNR's. Asp 

is increased from low to high SNR's, the rank of Q
0
p, 

increases from 1 to N. 55 

The capacity of a sparse virtual channel matrix Hv depends 
on three fundamental quantities: 1) the transmit SNR p, 2) the 
numberofDoF, D<N2

, and 3) the distribution of the D DoF in 60 

the available N2 dimensions. For any p, there is an optimal 
configuration of the DoF characterized by an optimal mask 
matrix M

0
p, that yields the highest capacity at that p. The 

corresponding MIMO channel can be termed the IDEAL 65 
MIMO channel, and the resulting capacity can be termed the 
ideal MIMO capacity at that p. 

- [-H-l D A,= EH, H, =-IP= q/P 
p 

(9) 

(10) 

Since each f( defines a regular channel, the capacity maxi
mizing input allocates uniform power over the non-vanishing 
transmit dimensions, 

and no power in the remaining dimensions. The channel 
capacity for any M(D,p) is characterized by equation (1) 
which was derived for large N, but yields accurate estimates 
even for relatively small N. For sufficiently large N, the 
capacity of the MIMO channel defined by the mask M(D,p) is 
accurately approximated as a function of p by 

C(N, p, M(D, p)) "plog(l + p~) (11) 

For a given p, the IDEAL MIMO Channel is characterized 
by M(D,p0p,),0 p, where 

! 
Pmin, P < Plow ) 

~ 
Popt" -

2
-, PE IPtow, Phigh] and 

Pmax, P > Phigh 

(12) 

C;d(N, D, p) = C(N, p, M(D, Pop,)). 
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In equation (12), Pm,n =N"'m;n,Pmax =N"'m=,P1ow""4Pm,/I 
D=4N2am;n/D and Phigh""4Pma//D=4N2amax/D. 

Different values of p reveal a multiplexing gain (MG) 
versus received SNR tradeoff. In equation (11 ), 

2 E[IIHsll2 l 
pD/p = --- =Pn 

p 

is the received SNR per parallel channel. Thus, increasing the 
MG comes at the cost of a reduction in p= and vice versa. For 
p<P1ow, the optimal BF configuration (FIG. 5; p=pm,n) maxi
mizes Prx, whereas for p>ph,gh, the optimal MUX configura
tion (FIG. 3; p=pmax) maximizes the MG. The optimal 
IDEAL choice Popt for pE(Pm,mPmax) (FIG. 4) reflects a judi
cious balance between MG and P=· 

The ratio PhighlP1ow =(pmalPm,n)2 attains its largest value, 
N 2 , for y= 1 (D=N), whereas it achieves its minimum value of 
unity for y=0(D=l) or y=2(D=N2

). Thus, the MG-Prx tradeoff 
does not exist for the extreme cases of highly correlated ( y=0) 
and iid (y=2) channels. On the other hand, the impact of the 
MG-Prx tradeoff on capacity is maximum for y= 1 correspond
ing to D=N. 

An antenna spacing at the transmitter is denoted d, and at 
the receiver is denoted dr. Consider D=NY, yE[l,2) (since for 
yE(0, 1 ), it is advantageous to use fewer antennas to effectively 
increase y to 1 ). For a given array dimension N, a class H(D) 
of channels is said to be randomly sparse with D DoF if it 
contains L=D<N2 resolvable paths that are randomly distrib
uted over the maximum angular spreads or some sufficiently 
large antenna spacings d, max and dr max; that is, (8r z, 

8,,1)E[-½,½]x[-½,½]ineq~ation(3). ' ' 

10 

10 
Thus, the non-zero entries in Hv are contained in a sub-matrix 
f( of size rxp. The channel power pc =D is uniformly distrib
uted over its entries so that 

[I - 12] D - [- -HJ EHAm,n) =-,A,=EH,H, =(D/r)I,and 
rp 

where the expectation is over the statistics of the D non
vanishing coefficients as well as their random locations. The 
power matrix of the reconfigured channel corresponding to 
the spacings in (13) satisfies: W=M(D,p) forp~YD(q~p ), but 

15 W;,M(D,p) forp>YD(q<p). 
In randomly sparse physical channels, the virtual channel 

matrix generated by reconfiguring antenna spacings has iden
tical statistics (marginal and joint) to those generated by the 
mask matrix M(D,p) for P~q, but only the marginal statistics 

20 =~~:~!~~~~ ~c:p~;i I~J~!~;;:~i~;~~ ~(~:ff~;t~~~~! 
the capacity may deviate a little for p>q especially at high 
SNR' s since the reconfigured channel always has a kronecker 
(separable) structure whereas M(D,p) is non-separable for 
p>q. With this qualification, in randomly sparse physical 

25 channels, the (capacity maximizing) IDEAL MIMO channel 
at any transmit SNR can be created by choosing dr,opt and 
d,,opt in (13) corresponding to Popt defined in (12). 

Three channel configurations are highlighted in FIGS. 7b, 
Sb, and 9b corresponding to N=D=25: BF (FIG. 9b): Hv,bff-+ 

30 p6f=pm,n =1, the transmitter array is in a low-resolution con
figuration (FIG. 5) and receiver array is in a high-resolution 
configuration (FIG. 3); IDEAL (FIG. Sb): Hv,dHp,d=VD= 
YN, both the transmitter and receiver arrays are

0

in a medium
resolution configuration (FIG. 4); and MUX (FIG. 7b): 

The maximum antenna spacings correspond to the choice 35 

p=pmax =N (MUX configuration); that is, ( d, max,dr max)f-+ 
Pmax· For any P,Pm,n~P~Pmax define the anteniias sp~cings 

Hv mux Hpmux =pmax =N, both the transmitter and receiver 
arrays are in a high-resolution configuration (FIG. 3). The BF 
and MUX configurations represent the IDEAL MIMO Chan
nel for p<p1ow and p>ph,gh' respectively. The IDEAL configu
ration is a good approximation to the IDEAL MIMO channel 

d _ pdt,max rdrmax 
d,=--j:j-

(13) 40 
for pE(P1ow,Ph,gh). Thus, from a practical viewpoint, these 
three configurations suffice for adapting array configurations 
to maximize capacity over the entire SNR range. 

,- N , 

With reference to FIG. 7 a, a first contour plot 70 ofa virtual 

where r=max(q,p) and q=D/p. As a result, for each p, the 
non-vanishing entries of the resulting Hv are contained within 45 

an rxp sub-matrix f( with power matrix 

channel power matrix for the MUX configuration of FIG. 7b 
is shown. With reference to FIG. Sa, a second contour plot 72 
of a virtual channel power matrix for the IDEAL configura
tion of FIG. Sb is shown. With reference to FIG. 9a, a third 

Furthermore, the transmit and receive correlation matrices, A, 
and A" respectively, off( match those generated by the mask 
matrix M(D,p ). 

By way of a proof, for a given scattering environment, the 
channel power does not change with antenna spacing. By 
assumption we have Pc=tr(E[H~vH])=D. Also by assump
tion, the D randomly distributed paths cover maximum angu
lar spreads (AS's) at the maximum spacings. Since 8=d sin 
( cp )IA, where cp is the physical angle associated with a path 
(which remains unchanged), the dr and d, in (11) result in 
smaller AS's: {-p/2N,p/2N] at the transmitter and [-r/2N,r/ 
2N] at the receiver. Since the spacing between virtual angles 
is ll8=1/N, it follows that only p=p/N/ll8 virtual angles lie 
within the reduced AS at the transmitter and only r virtual 
angles lie within the reduced angular spread at the receiver. 

contour plot 7 4 of a virtual channel power matrix for the BF 
configuration of FIG. 9b is shown. First contour plot 70 was 
determined using N=D=25(y=l) as illustrated in FIG. 7b. The 

50 AoA's and AoD's (8r1,8, 1)E[-½,½]2 were generated for 
L=25 paths, where the

0

AoA/AoD's of different paths were 
randomly distributed over the entire angular spread. This 
defined an Hmux environment for d, mux =dr mux =dmax =A/2 
without loss of generality. The AoA/AoD's were fixed, and 

55 
the capacities of the three channel configurations were esti
mated using 200 realizations of the scattering environment 
simulated from equation (3) by independently generating 
CN(0,1)-distributed complex path gains. The random loca
tions of the D paths are illustrated in FIG. 7a, which shows 
first contour plot 70 of W mux· Using equation (13), the spac-

60 ings for Hv,bfwere defined as d,,bf=d,,mu)N as shown in FIG. 
5 and dr,bf=dr,mux as shown in FIG. 3. The spacings for H,d 
were defined as d, ,d=dr ,d=dr mdYN as shown in FIG. 4. 
Second contour plot 72 of the resulting w,d is illustrated in 
FIG. Sa. Third contour plot 74 of the resulting 1P61 is illus-

65 trated in FIG. 9a. The numerically estimated capacities for the 
three configurations, corresponding to the theoretically opti
mal uniform-power inputs are plotted in FIG. 210 along with 
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the theoretical curves calculated using equation (11). A first 
curve 80 and a second curve 82 depict results for a BF con
figuration. First curve 80 illustrates the theoretical values 
calculated based on equation 11. Second curve 82 illustrates 
the numerically estimated capacities calculated based on 
equations (12) and (13). A third curve 84 and a fourth curve 86 
depict results for a MUX configuration. Third curve 84 illus
trates the theoretical values calculated based on equation 11. 
Fourth curve 86 illustrates the numerically estimated capaci
ties calculated based on equations (12) and (13).A fifth curve 
88 and a sixth curve 90 depict results for an IDEAL configu
ration. Fifth curve 88 illustrates the theoretical values calcu
lated based on equation 11. Sixth curve 90 illustrates the 
numerically estimated capacities calculated based on equa
tion equations (12) and (13). 

The effect of decreasing d, with p is to concentrate channel 
power in fewer non-vanishing transmit dimensions. As a 
result, the number of non-vanishing transmit eigenvalues is 
reduced, but their size is increased. This reflects a form of 
source-channel matching: the rank of the optimal input is 
better-matched to the rank of Hv. As a result, less channel 
power (none for regular channels) is wasted as the multiplex
ing gain is optimally reduced through d, ~- Physically, as d, 

12 
Processor 108 executes instructions that may be written 

using one or more programming language, scripting lan
guage, assembly language, etc. The instructions may be car
ried out by a special purpose computer, logic circuits, or 

5 hardware circuits. Thus, processor 108 may be implemented 
in hardware, firmware, software, or any combination of these 
methods. The term "execution" is the process of running an 
application or the carrying out of the operation called for by 
an instruction. Processor 108 executes antenna spacing appli-

10 cation 110 and/or other instructions. Device 100 may have 
one or more processors 108 that use the same or a different 
processing technology. In an alternative embodiment, proces
sor 108 may be implemented at a different device. 

Antenna spacing application 110 is an organized set of 
15 instructions that, when executed, cause device 100 to deter

mine an antenna spacing. Antenna spacing application 110 
may be written using one or more programming language, 
assembly language, scripting language, etc. In an alternative 
embodiment, antenna spacing application 110 may be 

20 executed and/or stored at a different device. 

is decreased, fewer data streams (p) are transmitted over a 25 

corresponding number of spatial beams, whereas the width of 
the beams gets wider (see FIGS. 3-5). In effect, for anyp, Nip 
closely spaced antennas coherently contribute to each beam 

Determining the capacity-optimal channel configuration 
may include use of channel sounding. Two channel param
eters can be determined through channel sounding: 1) the 
total received signal power as a function of the total transmit
ted signal power to determine the operating SNR (this 
accounts for the path loss encountered during propagation 
and the total power contributed by the multiple paths in the 
scattering environment), and 2) the number of dominant non
vanishing entries in the virtual channel matrix. Knowledge of to sustain a constant power over the Nip-times wider beam

width. 
With reference to FIG. 11, an exemplary device 100 is 

shown. Device 100 may include the plurality of antennas 22, 
a transmit/receive (T/R) signal processor 102, an actuator 
104, a memory 106, a processor 108, and an antenna spacing 
application 110. Different and additional components may be 
utilized by device 100. For example, device 100 includes one 
or more power source that may be a battery. In an additional 
embodiment, device 100 may include a remote connection to 
the plurality of antennas 22. The output of the plurality of 
antennas 22 may be any appropriate signals, such as spread
spectrum signals, short broadband pulses or a signal synthe
sized from multiple discrete frequencies, from a frequency 
swept (chirp) pulse, etc. 

30 2) can lead to the determination of 1 ). With reference to 2), a 
variety of channel sounding/ estimation methods may be used. 
For example, in the method proposed in Kotecha and Sayeed, 
"Transmit Signal Design for Optimal Estimation of Corre
lated MIMO Channels," IEEE Transactions on Signal Pro-

35 cessing, February 2002, training signals are transmitted 
sequentially on different virtual transmit beams at the first 
(transmitting device) and the entries in the corresponding 
column of the virtual channel matrix Hv are estimated by 
processing the signals in the different virtual beam directions 

40 at the second (receiving) device. In this fashion, channel 
coefficients in different columns of the virtual channel matrix 

T/R signal processor 102 forms the transmitted signals s(t) 
transmitted from each antenna of the plurality of antennas 22. 45 

22 in the transmitting device. In a receiving device, the pro
cessor 102 determines the way in which the signals received 

are sequentially estimated at the receiving device from the 
sequential transmissions in different virtual directions from 
the transmitting device. 

By performing channel sounding ( estimation of the virtual 
channel matrix entries) a sufficient number of times, the aver
age power in different virtual channel coefficients can be 
estimated to form an estimate of the virtual channel power 
matrix W. Once the virtual channel power matrix 1P is esti
mated, the effective operating SNR can be directly estimated 
from the total channel power (sums of all the entries in the 
power matrix) and includes the impact of path loss by com
paring the total transmitted power to the total received power. 
From the virtual channel power matrix W, the dominant num
ber of entries in the power matrix can be estimated by com
paring to an appropriately chosen threshold (to discount vir-
tual channel coefficients with insignificant power) yielding 
the number of degrees of freedom D in the channel. 

Based on knowledge ofD, the optimal array configurations 

on the plurality of antennas 22 are processed to decode the 
transmitted signals from the transmitting device, for example, 
based on the modulation and encoding used at the transmit- 50 

ting device. Actuator 104 adjusts an antenna spacing of the 
plurality of antennas 22 based on the determined optimum 
antenna spacing. For example, actuator 104 adjusts the 
antenna spacing based on equation ( 13 ). The actuators may be 
based on any available or emerging technology for reconfig- 55 

uring the array configuration ( antenna spacing for uniform 
linear arrays), such as MEMS technology. For arrays other 
than uniform linear arrays, the array reconfiguration may be 
based on other mechanisms related to the possible radiation 
patterns (e.g., appropriate excitations in a fractal array). 60 can be determined at any desired operating SNR via equations 

(12) and (13). The maximum antenna spacings in equation 
(13) defining the reference MUX configuration are deter
mined from the physical angular spread of the scattering 

Memory 106 stores antenna spacing application 110, in 
addition to other information. Device 100 may have one or 
more memories 106 that uses the same or a different memory 
technology. Memory technologies include, but are not limited 
to, random access memory, read only memory, flash memory, 65 

etc. In an alternative embodiment, memory 106 may be 
implemented at a different device. 

environment (the spacings are adjusted so that the physical 
channel exhibits maximum angular spread in the virtual 
(beamspace) domain). The estimation of the channel power 
matrix is performed at the receiving device, and the value of 
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9. The method of claim 8, wherein, if the estimated oper
ating signal-to-noise ratio is approximately less than a first 
signal-to-noise ratio threshold, is approximately equal to a 
first multiplexing gain threshold. 

10. The method of claim 8, wherein, if the estimated oper
ating signal-to-noise ratio is approximately greater than a 
second signal-to-noise ratio threshold, is approximately 
equal to a second multiplexing gain threshold. 

D is transmitted back to the transmitting device so that the 
optimum transmit array configuration can be chosen for a 
given operating SNR. The receiving device also configures its 
array configuration according to D and the operating SNR. 
The procedure discussed above is implicitly based on a scat- 5 

tering environment in which the paths are randomly and uni
formly distributed over the angular spreads. Appropriate 
modifications may be made for non-uniform distribution of 
scattering paths by those knowledgeable in the art for further 
enhancements in performance. 10 

11. The method of claim 8, wherein, if the estimated oper-
ating signal-to-noise ratio is approximately greater than or 
equal to a first signal-to-noise ratio threshold and is approxi
mately less than or equal to a second signal-to-noise ratio 
threshold, is approximately equal to, where is the estimated 
operating signal-to-noise ratio. 

12. The method of claim 3, wherein the plurality of anten
nas form a linear array. 

The foregoing description of exemplary embodiments of 
the invention have been presented for purposes of illustration 
and of description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to 
limit the invention to the precise form disclosed, and modifi
cations and variations are possible in light of the above teach- 15 

ings or may be acquired from practice of the invention. The 
embodiments were chosen and described in order to explain 
the principles of the invention and as practical applications of 
the invention to enable one skilled in the art to utilize the 
invention in various embodiments and with various modifi
cations as suited to the particular use contemplated. It is 
intended that the scope of the invention be defined by the 
claims appended hereto and their equivalents. 

13. The method of claim 3, wherein, if the estimated oper
ating signal-to-noise ratio is approximately less than a first 

20 signal-to-noise ratio threshold, the calculated antenna spac
ing is approximately equal to a minimum antenna spacing. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A device comprising: 
a plurality of antennas, the plurality of antennas adapted 
to transmit a first signal toward a receiver; and 
to receive a second signal from the receiver; and 
a processor operably coupled to receive the second signal 

from the plurality of antennas, the processor configured 
to determine a number of spatial degrees of freedom from 

the received second signal; 
to determine an operating signal-to-noise ratio; and 
to calculate an antenna spacing between the plurality of 

antennas based on the determined number of spatial 
degrees of freedom and the determined operating signal
to-noise ratio. 

14. The method of claim 3, wherein, if the estimated oper
ating signal-to-noise ratio is approximately greater than a first 
signal-to-noise ratio threshold, the calculated antenna spac-

25 ing is approximately equal to a maximum antenna spacing. 

15. The method of claim 3, wherein, if the estimated oper
ating signal-to-noise ratio is approximately greater than a first 
signal-to-noise ratio threshold and approximately less than a 

30 
second signal-to-noise ratio threshold, the calculated antenna 
spacing is greater than a minimum antenna spacing and less 
than a maximum antenna spacing. 

16. The method of claim 3, further comprising determining 
a multiplexing gain, wherein calculating the antenna spacing 

35 is further based on the determined multiplexing gain. 

2. The device of claim 1, further comprising an actuator, the 
actuator operably coupled to the processor and configured to 
adjust a position of the plurality of antennas based on the 40 

determined antenna spacing. 

17. The method of claim 16, wherein calculating the 
antenna spacing comprises use of a parameter, where is the 
determined multiplexing gain, is a maximum antenna spac
ing, and is the number of the plurality of antennas. 

18. The method of claim 17, wherein, if the estimated 
operating signal-to-noise ratio is approximately less than a 
first signal-to-noise ratio threshold, is approximately equal to 
a first multiplexing gain threshold. 

3. A method of dynamically determining an antenna spac
ing in a multi-antenna system, the method comprising: 

estimating a number of spatial degrees of freedom associ
ated with a channel; 

estimating an operating signal-to-noise ratio associated 
with the channel; and 

45 

calculating an antenna spacing between a plurality of 
antennas based on the estimated number of spatial 
degrees of freedom and the estimated operating signal- 50 

to-noise ratio associated with the channel. 
4. The method of claim 3, wherein a first device includes 

the plurality of antennas. 

19. The method of claim 17, wherein, if the estimated 
operating signal-to-noise ratio is approximately greater than a 
second signal-to-noise ratio threshold, is approximately 
equal to a second multiplexing gain threshold. 

20. The method of claim 17, wherein, if the estimated 
operating signal-to-noise ratio is approximately greater than 
or equal to a first signal-to-noise ratio threshold and is 
approximately less than or equal to a second signal-to-noise 
ratio threshold, is approximately equal to, where is the esti
mated operating signal-to-noise ratio and is the estimated 5. The method of claim 4, wherein a second device com

prises a second plurality of antennas. 55 number of spatial degrees of freedom. 
6. The method of claim 5, further comprising calculating a 

second antenna spacing between the second plurality of 
antennas based on the estimated number of spatial degrees of 
freedom and the estimated operating signal-to-noise ratio. 

21. The method of claim 3, wherein the number of spatial 
degrees of freedom is estimated using a channel sounding 
signal. 

22. The method of claim 3, wherein the operating signal
to-noise ratio is estimated using a channel sounding signal. 

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising determining 60 

a multiplexing gain, wherein calculating the second antenna 
spacing is further based on the determined multiplexing gain. 23. A computer-readable medium having computer-read

able instructions stored thereon that, upon execution by a 
processor, cause a computing device to calculate an antenna 

65 spacing between a plurality of antennas based on a number of 
spatial degrees of freedom estimated for a channel and an 
operating signal-to-noise ratio estimated for the channel. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein calculating the second 
antenna spacing comprises use of a parameter, where, is the 
determined number of spatial degrees of freedom, is the deter
mined multiplexing gain, is a maximum antenna spacing, and 
is the number of the second plurality of antennas. 
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24. A communication system, the communication system 
comprising: 

a first device, the first device comprising 
a plurality of antennas, the plurality of antennas adapted 
to transmit a first signal toward a second device; and 5 

to receive a second signal from the second device; and 
a first processor operably coupled to receive the second 

signal from the plurality of antennas, the first processor 
configured 

to determine a number of spatial degrees of freedom from 10 

the received second signal; 
to determine an operating signal-to-noise ratio; and 
to calculate an antenna spacing between the plurality of 

antennas based on the determined number of spatial 
degrees of freedom and the determined operating signal- 15 

to-noise ratio; and 

16 
the second device comprising 
a receiver adapted to receive the first signal from the first 

device; 
a second processor operably coupled to receive the first 

signal from the receiver, the second processor config
ured 

to estimate the number of spatial degrees of freedom from 
the received first signal; and 

to estimate an operating signal-to-noise ratio from the 
received first signal; and 

a transmitter adapted to transmit the second signal toward 
the first device, the second signal including the esti
mated number of spatial degrees of freedom and the 
estimated operating signal-to-noise ratio. 

* * * * * 
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